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"Presents more than 100 facts about the human body in a unique layout that appeals to
struggling and reluctant readers"-Your body is a busy place. There's always something happening. From digestion to respiration,
discover how the systems in your body work together to keep you strong. This title supports
NGSS From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes.
Interesting and little known facts about the human body intended for kids. -"Discover why we laugh and sneeze, what dust really is, and why we can't tickle
ourselves"--Provided by publisher.
National Geographic has packed 1,000 more ALL-NEW wild and wacky facts and photos into
Ultimate Weird but True 3, making this the perfect gift for fact-loving tweens everywhere. Get
ready for even more zany weird-but-true fun with 1,000 all-new wacky facts, photos, and toostrange-to-believe stories in the newest book in the wildly popular series. It's the ultimate in
weird-but-true awesomeness!
"Read about some unusual foods like durian, prickly pear cactus, fried crickets, and others"--

Did you know people use 72 muscles to speak one word? Discover other mind-blowing
facts about the human body! The Capstone Interactive edition comes with simultaneous
access for every student in your school and includes read aloud audio recorded by
professional voice over artists.
"Interesting facts about animals, for kids"-This fun, smart guide answers kids' questions as it takes them on a journey through the
human body and all its systems. The book is sprinkled throughout with plenty of health
tips, top-10 lists, simple experiments, and weird-but-true wacky details. Full color.
"Find out about the gravity, the asteroid ida, the berringer meteor crater, the moon, and
other weird space facts"--Provided by publisher.
Weird But True! Human Body300 Outrageous Facts about Your Awesome
AnatomyNational Geographic Books
Brain-tickling trivia about animals, outer space. Crazy inventions, the human body,
weather, food, geography, and more.
Did you know the brain is the most complex organ in your body? Learn how and why
scientists study the brain and how the brain affects behavior. This title supports NGSS
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures and Processes.

"Read about some of the strangest animal homes on the planet, and the animals
that live in them"-This book is full of all kinds of gross, silly, amazing, unexpected and astonishing
facts--but true!
The appendix seems useless. Most people’s baby toes are so small, they seem
unimportant. There are so many odd parts of the human body, each page of this
volume is able to reveal fascinating adaptations of the body readers didn’t even
know they wanted to know! Including up-to-date scientific findings explained in
understandable and age-appropriate language, the main content satisfies
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readers’ curiosity as well as parts of the science curriculum. Full-color
photographs, diagrams, and supplementary sidebars help readers understand
human body systems, evolution, and even why people have chins!
Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in 2013. Designed for
preschool children, the basic knowledge of traveling in space starts from the first
page turning. Pre-departure training for Jedi Rescue, start! Super-attractive
fantasy space children's book! There are so many page-turning mechanisms in
the whole book, which make people immersed in the surprise of exploring and
discovering the secrets of the universe. -The RS Award selection team will come
and follow this fascinating flip book.
Weird but true fact packs contain 50 mind-bending facts that are almost too
amazing to believe! Find out the weirdest stuff about animals, outer space, funny
foods, the human body, freaks of nature, robots, and much more! Awesome
photos and colorful illustrations on every page! -- Back cover.
Get ready to have your mind blown with some hair-raising, eye-popping facts!
This latest addition to the crazy popular Weird but True series is all about YOU!
It's an exciting internal journey through your own wacky, weird, sometimes gross,
but alway
From people who smell armpits for a living to grass that grows on cars„and
needs to be mowed, Time For Kids That's Strange But True! takes an offbeat and
very kid-appealing look at the workings and fascinating oddities of the natural
world as well as offbeat human behavior and talents. The book's editorial mission
is to show kids 8 to 12 that planet Earth is filled with the odd, the weird, and the
wacky-both natural, human and human made. It will encourage readers to learn
more about the subjects presented, and to spur kids to find examples of strangebut-true phenomena in their own communities. The book, organized by subject,
will feature colorful photos that will bring to life the unusual world of the animal
kingdom (lizards that walk on water and insects that can live without their head),
the human body (hair and nails grow after a person dies), science oddities
(teleportation devices and telepathy), and much much more. Written in Time For
Kids' authoritative and clear style, even the strangest entries are carefully
explained and will provide readers with vital frames of reference needed to make
sense of the new and unusual. The book will be devoured at home and at school,
and can serve as the basis for original research reports relating to various
curriculum areas.
Simplified Chinese edition of It's Not the Stork!: A Book About Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies,
Families and Friends
Answers to over 100 questions about superstitions, customs, clothes, food, music, science,
etc.
The human body is amazing. Your blood makes up about 8% of your body weight. On
average, your heart will beat more than 3 billion times in your lifetime! Doctors and scientists
make choices every day about how to keep our bodies going. But what would you change if
you could? Would you choose to have super strength or super speed? Would you rather have
no bones or no muscles? It's your turn to pick this or that!
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Weird but true fun packs contain 50 mind-bending facts that are almost too amazing to believe!
Find out the weirdest stuff about animals, outer space, funny foods, the human body, freaks of
nature, robots, and much more! Awesome photos and colorful illustrations on every page! -Back cover.
Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture, outer space,
geography, and weather.
Presents a variety of unusual and noteworthy details about the human head, face, bodily
organs, hands, and feet.
Interesting and fun way to know the medical facts about human body

This a shrink wrapped bundle of 6 titles in the series; Animals, Gross Things,
Sports, Human Body, U.S. History, U.S. Presidents. These books are full of weird
facts that are amazing, gross, creepy, astonishing--but true!
Based on their #1 kids podcast, Wow in the World, hosts Mindy Thomas and Guy
Raz take readers on a hilarious, fact-filled, and highly illustrated journey through
the human body--covering everything from our toes to our tongues to our brains
and our lungs! WHY in the world do I have a belly button? And WHAT in the
world does it do? WHEN in the world will my nose stop growing? And HOW in the
world does my pee keep flowing? The human body is a fascinating piece of
machinery. It's full of mystery, and wonder, and WOW. And it turns out, every
single human on the planet has one! Join Mindy Thomas and Guy Raz, hosts of
the mega-popular Wow in the World podcast, as they take you on a fact-filled
adventure from your toes and your tongues to your brain and your lungs.
Featuring hilarious illustrations and filled with facts, jokes, photos, quizzes, and
Wow-To experiments, The How and Wow of the Human Body has everything you
need to better understand your own walking, talking, barfing, breathing, pooping
body of WOW!
Weird facts about animals, outer space, funny foods, the human body, freaks of
nature, robots, and more.
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